k-t BLAST reconstruction from non-Cartesian k-t space sampling.
Current implementations of k-t Broad-use Linear Acqusition Speed-up Technique (BLAST) require the sampling in k-t space to conform to a lattice. To permit the use of k-t BLAST with non-Cartesian sampling, an iterative reconstruction approach is proposed in this work. This method, which is based on the conjugate gradient (CG) method and gridding reconstruction principles, can efficiently handle data that are sampled along non-Cartesian trajectories in k-t space. The approach is demonstrated on prospectively gated radial and retrospectively gated Cartesian imaging. Compared to a sliding window (SW) reconstruction, the resulting image series exhibit lower artifact levels and improved temporal fidelity. The proposed approach thus allows investigators to combine the specific advantages of non-Cartesian imaging or retrospective gating with the acceleration provided by k-t BLAST.